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Abstract—Cloud computing paradigm provides virtual IT
infrastructures with a set of resources that are shared with multitenant users. Data Privacy is one of the major challenges when
users outsource their data to a cloud computing system. Privacy
can be violated by the cloud vendor, vendor’s authorized users,
other cloud users, unauthorized users, or external malicious
entities. Encryption is one of the solutions to protect and maintain
privacy of cloud-stored data. However, encryption methods are
complex and expensive for mobile devices. In this paper, we
propose a new light-weight method for mobile clients to store data
on one or multiple clouds by using pseudo-random permutation
based on chaos systems. The proposed method can be used in the
client mobile devices to store data in the cloud(s) without using
cloud computing resources for encryption to maintain user’s
privacy. We consider JPEG image format as a case study to
present and evaluate the proposed method. Our experimental
results show that the proposed method achieve superior
performance compared to over encryption methods, such as AES
and encryption on JPEG encoders while protecting the mobile
user data privacy. We review major security attack scenarios
against the proposed method that shows the level of security.
Keywords— Mobile Cloud Computing; Privacy; Permutation;
Data storage; JPEG encryption; Chaos System;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing paradigm refers to a set of virtual
machines (VM) that provide computing and storage services
through the Internet [1, 2]. Cloud computing uses virtualization
technology to provide VMs on the top of distributed computing
systems. Cloud computing provides several advantages over
traditional in-house IT [3], such as on-demand services, payper-use basis and elastic resources which have rapidly made
cloud computing a popular technology in different fields, such
as IT business, mobile computing systems and health
systems [4, 5]. Huang [6] defines Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) is rooted from mobile computing and cloud computing
paradigm that allows mobile users offload their data and
process data on cloud computing. MCC provides a big data
storage for mobile users with a lower cost and more ease of use.
As of today, some popular MCC cloud vendors for storage
service, such as Google and Dropbox, provide a free standard
storage service with 2GByte and 15GByte capacity,
respectively1.
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MCC provides an online massive storage for mobile users,
but it aggravates the user data privacy issues because users have
to trust third-parties (cloud vendors and their partners). For
instance, in a recent study, Landau [7] reports some challenges
toward privacy issues when users trust cloud vendors, and the
vendor shares data with a third-party or other unauthorized
users could have access to these data. In another study, Kumar
et al. [8] suggest that not all MCC applications can save energy
on mobile devices by offloading data. Finally, in an earlier
study on cloud computing, Ristenpart et al. [9] show a VM can
be a vulnerable component when users use cloud shared
resources.
These examples of challenges in MCC show a mobile user
requires an encryption method to protect their data privacy. One
of encryption methods that can be considered as a secure
method is Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [10-12].
However, mobile devices have limited resources, such as
limited power energy, low speed CPU and small capacity of
RAM, and it is impossible to use AES encryption method for
each file when offload/download is required for each file.
Another solution for this challenge is light-weight security
methods that provide a balance between maintaining energy
efficiency and security. A light-weight security method is based
on simple operations, such as permutation, rather than using
expensive operations, such as secret key or public-key
encryptions,
In this paper, we propose a light-weight encryption method
for mobile devices, such as smart phones, that uses permutation
operation to protect data privacy. We investigate one of the
popular image file formats as a case study, JPEG file formats
because it is most world’s widely used by smart phones for
capturing pictures. We show that the proposed light-weight
method provides a secure data privacy model based on chaos
systems for JPEG file format in mobile devices. In addition, we
evaluate the performance of the proposed method against other
encryption methods, such as AES, and encryption on JPEG
encoders, such as pixel and color encryptions. We investigate
several attack scenarios against the proposed method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
we briefly review background materials for this study. In
Section III, we present the proposed method and its

requirements. In Section IV, we implement the proposed
method and present its experimental results. We also present a
statistical security model of the proposed method to show the
level of the security. In Section V, we investigate different
scenario attacks against the proposed method. In Section VI, we
review a comparison between the proposed method and existing
methods. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude the proposed
method and its evaluations.
II.

BACKGROUND

In the proposed method, we use JPEG file format as a case
study. In this section, we briefly review the background of
JPEG file format and its encoder/decoder requirements.
Each JPEG file has a header file that defines metadata, such
as the canvas of a JPEG file with a specific dimension (width
and height), resolution, camera information, GPS information,
and compression information.
Each JPEG file (including the header and the content)
consists of several segments and each segments beginning with
a marker. A raw data of a JPEG file includes several
markers [13]. For example, each JPEG file begins with
“0xFF0xD8” marker that represents this binary is a type to
image and it allows an image viewer application to decode the
binary file and show the image. Each marker begins with
‘0xFF’. Table 1 describes some important markers.
We use these markers in our proposed method to retrieve
different segments of a JPEG files.
A JPEG image encoder uses a lossy form of compression
which is based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
method [13] to compress an image. A sequence byte of raw
JPEG image file contains a multiple chunk of Minimum
Codded Unit (MCU) [13]. Each MCU block stores 4*4 pixels
of an image.
TABLE I.

Short
Name
SOI
SOF0
SOF1
SOF2
DHT
DQT
DRI
SOS
EOI

JPEG FILE FORMAT

The description of marker
Start Of Image
Start Of Frame (Baseline DCT)
Extended sequential DCT
Start Of Frame (Progressive DCT)
Define Huffman Table(s)
Define Quantization Table(s)
Define Restart Interval
Start Of Scan
End Of Image

III.

because this format of photography by smart phones is popular
at this time.
We assume the following requirements for the proposed
method:
• The privacy model must satisfy a balance between
computation overheads and maintaining the security.
• Unlike default MCC offloading methods that submit
original files to MCC for encryption, the proposed method
can be ran on mobile devices to provide data privacy, and
then, the protected result will be stored on MCC.
The proposed method splits files into multiple files and uses
a pseudo-random permutation to scramble chunks in each split
file. The proposed method reads a JPEG file as a binary file
rather than using a JPEG encoder/decoder to protect each pixel
or the color of each pixel.
In this method, we have two phases to split files into
multiple files and to recombine the files as follows:
• Disassembling of an image that splits an image file
into multiple binary files, divide the original file into: (i)
one file that contains the header of the original file, and (ii)
multiple files that contain the content of the original file.
The content of each split file consists of multiple chunks of
original file. Chunks distribute through multiple files based
on a Pattern, chunks in each file randomly scramble by
using the chaos system. The output of this phase (split files)
will be stored in MCC(s).
• Assembly of split files that recombine all split files to
reorganize the original file. In this phase the following
steps will be proceed: (i) read all scramble files from
MCC(s); (ii) using the chaos system random arrays (which
are used at the first phase) to reorder the chunks in each
split file; and (iii) use the Pattern to reorganize the original
files.
A. Disassembly Phase

Bytes
0xFF, 0xD8
0xFF, 0xC0
0xFF, 0xC1
0xFF, 0xC2
0xFF, 0xC4
0xFF, 0xDB
0xFF, 0xDD
0xFF, 0xDA
0xFF, 0xD9

THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present the proposed method to protect
the privacy of data on MCC. As described in Section I, since
mobile devices have limited resources, we have to provide a
method with minimum overhead to protect data privacy that
runs on a mobile device to store and retrieve image files on
MCC. In this paper, we consider JPEG files as a case study

We assume the proposed method requires to disassemble a
series of images at the same time. The method divides each
original file (  ) into: (i) the header of the original file
(   ), where  is the sequence number of original file in
the file series that requires to be disassembled; (ii) the content
of file that is divided into several chunks ( ℎ , ) where  is
the sequence number of the chunks of the original content file.
We divide the original JPEG file into header and the content
because the header of the original file carries some important
privacy information. This division also provides a complex
method for recombining split files because it removes important
JPEG markers from the original image file.
A split file is defined as follows:
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where  represents the maximum number of chunks in
 and is defined as follows:
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where !" represents the size of  (Byte), # $$
represents the size of chunks (Byte), and !" represent the
size of the header of the original  (Byte).
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Figure 1, illustrates a general view of the proposed method
that allows a mobile device to split an original JPEG file into
header file and three multiple files. The split files is submitted
to two MCCs. A user can configure his/her application to set:
(i) the number of split files, (ii) the size of chunks, and (iii) the
cloud user account(s) information to upload files on MCC(s).

Cloud Vendor 2

Fig. 1. A general view of the proposed Method
We use the JPEG markers to split the header of the original
file from the content and to find important JPEG markers. If
someone has an access to split files to assemble different files
without accessing to the header, or if the person creates a new
header for a JPEG file, still he/she cannot simply retrieve the
file. For example, Figure 2 shows two pictures (a) and (b), with
the same size and the same resolution that took by a smart
phone. The last right frame (c) shows the result of assembling
the header of the first file and the content of the second file. As
shown in this figure, only the size and the resolution can be
retrieved and still the assembler cannot retrieve the content of
the image. To protect an image from a person who attempt to
assemble a part of image by assembling files, first, we use a

(a) Source File #1

pattern to distribute chunks of the image to different files. The
pattern can be defined as an input by a user to indicate, how to
distribute a sequence of bytes in a split file. Second, we use
chaos theory to randomly distribute each chunk in each split
file.
The proposed method uses two steps to disassemble an
original JPEG file to a number of chunks, and to scramble
randomly each chunk in each split file as follows:
1) Pattern
The proposed method divides each file into  chunks
(binary codes) and it distributes chunks to multiple split files in
different order as will be discussed in the next phase. At this
phase, the method use pattern that aims to distribute chunks to
multiple split files. A pattern can be defined as a key by a user
or it can be selected randomly as a predefined method. A user
can define different patterns to provide different strategy for
distribution. For example, Figure 3 shows two different patterns
for disassembling a JPEG file. In this figure, the original file
includes a header, and nine chunks of content. In '(( ) , the
proposed method reads two consecutive chunks from the
original file and stores each chunk in one of two files. The first
chunk stores in ,* and the second chunk stores in ,+ .
At the end of reading !-   , ,* contains
{# , #+ , #/ , #0 } and ,+ contains {#* , #2 , #3 , #4 }. In Figure
3, '(( 5 shows another pattern to store chunks. In this
pattern, each four consecutive chunks of original file store in
two files. The first and the forth chunks store in *,* ; the
second and the third chunks store in *,+ . At the end of
reading !-  * , *,* contains{# , #2 , #/ , #4 , #6 } and
*,+ contains {#* , #+ , #3 , #0 }.
If someone has an access to all contents, still he/she cannot
assemble files because he/she needs an access to the pattern as
a key to assemble split files.
2) Scrambling
We use the pseudo-random permutation (PRP) [14] with
chaos [15] to scramble chunks in each split file. PRP uses chaos
system which is defined as follows:
'78 = 9'7 (1 − '; )

(3.)

where ' ∈ {0,1} and 9 is a parameter of this equation.

(b) Source File #2

(c)Header of file #1 with the content of file #2

Fig. 2. Split the header of files and subsitute header of file #1 with file #2
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The best option for selecting the buffer is: when
Buffer - 2 = 1 that splits two consecutive bytes into two
chunks.
In the case of a collision between '-I7 and '-IQ in
Equation 5, we develop a framework to find a new address. We
use the following equations (6-11) to relocate a ℎ  from
'-I7 to '-IQ in a file. In these equations {RS} represents
positions that are not used in {'7 }.
'-IQ = RS

Fig. 3. Two different patterns to store chunks in three files

T$( = max) ⇒

In the classic problem of the chaos system if selected 9 is to be
selected between 3.569945 ≤ 9 ≤ 4, ' can provide a complex
chaos model.

'-IQ = RS_

Figure 4, shows 300 iterations of a chaos behavior that
describes in Equation (2) when 9 = 3.684

'-IQ = RSc

The proposed method uses the following set to provide a
non-convergent, non-periodic pseudo random numbers:
{'7 }G
7F

(4.)

where H =  by an initial value of 'F = 0.9999
The proposed method uses the following equation to find the
location of ℎ 7 in a split file:
'-I7 = '7 ∗ 

Reading and writing a JPEG file as a binary adds more
complexity to retrieve the image by unauthorized users. For
example, let’s assume that the original file has two consecutive
bytes (i.e., ‘FFD8’ that indicates start of an image). First, we
split these two consecutive bytes into two chunks (i.e., ‘FF’ and
‘D8’). Second, distribute chunks in different location in a
file (i.e, at 0 position and 2047 position); then a JPEG decoder
cannot retrieve this file because the decoder cannot find JPEG
makers. In this case, the JPEG decoder or an operating system
cannot understand this binary file is a type of JPEG format.

∃k ∈ max[{RS7 }\
]ℎ   < 
(7.)
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T$( ≠ ) ∧ ∃o ∈ min[{RSc }\
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where '-I7 represents the position of ℎ 7 in each file.

(6.)

⇒ ∃p ∈ minlmRSi no ]ℎ  p > 
'-IQ = RSq

(10.)

T$( ≠ max) ∧ ∃q ∈ maxlmRSq no
where q > k)

⇒ ∃q ∈ maxlmRSq no where q > k

'-IQ = RSu

(11.)

T$( ≠ max)∧ ∄p ∈ max[{RSu }\
]ℎ 

>

⇒ ∃r ∈ max[{RSu }\ ]ℎ 

<

The procedure (Equations 6-11) basically extend the upper
bound collisions and the lower bound collisions to upper and
lower available addresses, respectively. If '-I7v < '-I7
then, the procedure finds an upper level available position.
If '-I7v > '-I7 then, the procedure find a lower level
available position. Some exceptions are listed as follows: (i) k
is the maximum address number: the procedure finds a
maximum position of l where k>l; (ii) k is the minimum
address number: the procedure finds a minimum position of l
where k<l; (iii) there is no any available upper bound position:
the procedure finds the maximum number of l where k<l;
(iv) there is no any available lower bound position: the
procedure finds the minimum number of l where k>l.
Figure 5, shows the result of equations (6-11) when 9 =

3.684 and 'F = 0.9999.
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'-IQ

300
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〗_

250
200
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IV.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

One of the approaches to evaluate the proposed method is
implementation that represents experimental results, such as the
response time in a load and performance testing. Another
approach is statistical model that describes a deviation between
the original and the output. This section presents these two
approaches to evaluate the proposed method.
A. Implementation
We use the proposed method to disassemble and store 21
JPEG files with different sizes that were taken from a smart
phone. We compare the result of assembly phase against
encryption methods and disassembly phase against decryption
method.
1) Experimental Setup
In this experiment, we used 21 pictures with different
qualities that were taken by a Samsung Galaxy III smart phone.
The total size of our dataset was 24.9 Mbyte. We select different
size of files to benchmark the proposed method with different
input rates. Selected pictures’ sizes are varying from 21 Kbyte
to 2.86Mbyte with different dimensions (180*320 to
2448*3264 with 72dpi). In this experiment, the proposed
method uses a buffer with the size of 4096 Byte. We use
Rijndael cryptography with a key of 32 bit (minimum regular
key size) and a buffer size of 4096 Byte, Initialization
Vector (IV) of 16 Byte. The proposed method is implemented
by Visual Studio 2013 in C#.Net programming language, with
.Net framework 4.5. We used a well-known JPEG library,
LibJPEG.Net package which is developed by BitMiracle, to
evaluate the encryption on JPEG encoder in C#.Net
programming language.
We assume our application have an access to a pre-defined
{' } to avoid the computation overhead.

100
50

2) The result of the experiment
1
23
45
67
89
111
133
155
177
199
221
243
265
287
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Fig. 5. A comparison between '-I7 and its relocation ('-I7 )

B. Assembly a file
At the first step, the method reads each chunk from each
split file based on selected pattern in Section II.A.1, and then
the proposed method uses the chaos model in Section II.A.2 to
relocate each chunk to the original location of JPEG file. At this
phase the proposed method retrieves the address of each chunk
by one the following procedure: (i) use an array of PRP
numbers which is used in assembling phase; (ii) uses 9 and
'F to build the array of PRP numbers. The array can be defined
by finding each '7 and its relocation ('Q ), if there is a collision
between '7 and 'Q .

We implemented the proposed method with pattern A
(according to the Figure 3) and Rijndael encryption method to
compare the response times. As shown in Figure 6, the size of
files increases, the proposed method provides a flat response
time but the response time for Rijndael encryption increases
linearly. As shown in this figure, encryption on JPEG encoder
has more computation overhead over two other methods
because it is required to read each pixel by a JPEG decoder,
encrypt each pixel and use the JPEG encoder to write the result.
B. Statistical Model
Another approach to evaluate the proposed method is
statistical model that presents a deviation of each chunk
position between the position in original file and the position in
scramble file.
To evaluate the proposed method, we select three different
values of 9 and we select the same other initial values as
follows: 'F = .9999 , the maximum size of input file is
3057 Kbyte (the maximum size of our dataset images in the
Section IV.2) and the size of each chunk (buffer size) is

The proposed Method
Rijndael Encyption
Encryption on JPEG encoder
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Fig. 7. A deviation of chunks positions in scramble file with
different parameter values
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V.

SECURITY ATTACK SCENARIOS

An attacker requires assembling all split files and all chunks
in each split file to retrieve an image. The proposed method
provides a scrambled binary file that provides an obstacle for
JPEG encoders to retrieve images because a JPEG encoder
requires specific markers which are scrambled through split
files.

60
40
20
0

Size of file (KB)
B.

We also compare the position of each chunk in the original
file and in the scrambled file. We use the configuration of
Figure 7 and we assume the original file is scrambled in one file
that includes the header and the content of the original file.
Figure 8, shows the deviation of a chunk position from the
original file to the new position in the scrambled file. As shown
in this figure, each chunk is relocated to different locations in
scrambled file and the value of each chunk is vary chunk to
chunk, randomly.

In this section, we present different security attack scenarios
that an attacker can implement against the proposed method.

100

Response Time (ms)

9=3.684

350

A comparison of assembling files with pattern A and
Decryption method for 21 JPEG pictures

Fig. 6. Experimental results

10 Kbyte. Figure 7 shows a deviation of the original chunk
position and the same chunk position in scrambled file with
different parameters of (9) values.
In Figure 7, X-axis represents eight selected '-I7 and
'-I78 and the Y-axis represents the deviation of position of
'-I7 and '-I78 in scrambled file. As shown in this diagram,
each two consecutive positions in a scramble file has different
deviations. The different values of 9 provide different models
of file scrambling. As shown in this figure, the deviation of each
curve are different for different initial values of 9.

We assume that the attacker wants to retrieve a JPEG file
with a 2 MByte size and the attacker uses an Intel CPU i7
4770K with 127273 MIPS at 3.9 GHZ. The following scenarios
can be implemented against the proposed method:
A. Scenario 1
Assumptions: the attacker who has access to all split files
but dos not know {' } and the size of each chunk
In this scenario, since the attacker does not have information
of {' }, the attacker must run a brute-force attack to assemble
split files and reorganize the scrambled chunks in split files. It
requires minimum |((! − 1) − ~), where ~ is the number of
similar bytes in all files and  is the size of file (byte). In this
case, the attacker needs to try 2.229077716E + 9381
permutation combinations to reconstruct the image (~ ≈ 0).
Using this scenario with this CPU configuration to retrieve
an image is impossible and it is required

   !


z = ∑

300

(12.)

where I" represents the size of file (byte).
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The worst case of this scenario is described as follows:
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The attacker needs to try all z! permutation combination to
reconstruct a partial of an image.
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Fig. 8. A statistical deviation of position in original file
and scramble files
2.027100061111045012201E+9371 years for processing the
computations.
B. Scenario 2
Assumptions: The attacker has access to all split files,
knows the size of each chunks (10Kbyte) but does not
know {' }.
In this scenario, the attacker needs to run a brute-force
attack but the computation on size of the scrambled files
(3070 Kbyte) is divided to the size of each chunk (10Kbyte). In
this case, the attacker needs to try a minimum of 307! − 1
permutation combinations to reconstruct scrambled file, needs
an impossible computation (6.677321883507716595116E+621
years) to compute all permutation combinations.
C. Scenario 3

RELATED WORKS

Several studies [16-22] have been conducted to image
encryption. Unlike these studies that address encryption
methods based on JPEG encoders, our proposed method
provides a light-weight data privacy based on binary file. As
described in Section III, using JPEG encoders has computation
overhead for mobile devices, such as smart phones. Our
proposed method uses the binary file rather than using encrypt
method on image pixels or color of a pixel.
Podesser et al. [17] proposed a selective encryption method
for mobile devices to cipher a partial of an image. However, in
this method, still a partial of image is visible to everyone.
Choo et al. [18] proposed a light-weight method for real-time
multimedia transmission. Although this method provides an
efficient performance over AES encryption, the method still
needs heavy computation on a smart phone to cipher an average
3Mbyte JPEG image file in a real-time (see Section V for the
comparison).
Unlike existing studies, our proposed method provides
three steps to reconstruct a JPEG image file as follows:
(i) Recognizing the type of the scrambled files: It is difficult
to understand the type of file because the header of file
(includes JPEG marker) splits from the content of file and all
the chunks are scrambled in each file.

Assumptions: The attacker has access to all split files,
knows the size of chunks (10Kbyte) but does not know the
method is based on chaos system.

(ii) Finding and assembling the scrambled files: Since the
split files distributed through two or multiple clouds, it is
impossible to reconstruct an image file completely.

In this scenario, the attacker needs to use a brute-force
attack against the proposed method that requires a computation
_
with |( ! − 1) − ~), where ~ is the number of similar bytes
F
in all files and  is the size of the original file (3070 Kbyte). In
this case, the attacker needs |(307!) computation.

(iii) Reconstructing the original file from split scrambled
files: Reconstructing split scrambled files requires heavy
computations to retrieve partial or full image.

D. Scenario 4
Assumptions: The attacker has access to one file of the
multiple split files.
In this scenario, since each two consecutives chunks stores
in different clouds (i.e., using Pattern A in Figure 3), the
attacker only could retrieve a part of an image by using a bruteforce attack. We can estimate the probability of finding the size
of each chunks as follows:

The proposed method hides JPEG markers from image
decoders that does not allow JPEG encoders to retrieve the
metadata of a scramble image. For example, Figure 9 shows:
(a) an original image; (b) a scrambled JPEG file based on the
proposed method (if we save the file with a JPG extension); (c)
a cipher image based on JPEG encoder; (d) a cipher image
based on AES. As shown in this figure, the proposed method
and AES cannot retrieve the information of an image and the
size of an image. However, metadata of an image can be
retrieved for a cipher image based on a JPEG encoder. As
described in Section IV, our proposed method provides a better
performance over existing methods. The proposed method can
be implemented for different applications in cloud computing
systems such as [23] to collect information by a web crawler

and maintain the privacy of the information in a cloud
computing system. The method can be applied to eHealth
systems [24] to maintain data privacy.

[7]

[8]

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new data privacy method to
store JPEG files on multi cloud computing systems. Since the
method uses less complexity, we have shown, the implemented
method provided a cost effective solution for mobile devices
that do not have enough energy for resources, such as CPU and
RAM. The proposed method splits each file to multiple chunks,
distribute each chunk to multiple split files, and scramble
chunks based on chaos system. The proposed method provides
low computation overheads and it can efficiently run on a smart
phone. It restricts unauthorized users including cloud vendors
and their partners to reconstruct a JPEG image file. We
compared our proposed method against other encryption
methods to demonstrate its performance superiority over
existing methods. Furthermore, we investigated some
important security attack scenarios against the proposed
method to evaluate the level of security.
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